
Crossover on single-handled faucets 

 

Crossover is when cold water is getting into the hot pipe. 

Or hot is getting into cold pipe. 

 

Symptoms: 

Faucet runs but hot water never shows up, or does not get very hot. 

Or cold water seems warmer than usual. 

 

Crossover can cause tankless water heater not to activate, and show no error code. 

Many things cause same problem with tankless, so read manual, and check out information 

below. 

 

For tank-type water heater, first thing to check is water heater. Does water heater have hot 

water? 

Put bucket under overflow tube and gently raise and then lower TP lever. 

Use cooking thermometer to measure temperature and compare with thermostat setting to get 

base line. If water heater is not hot, then you need to troubleshoot that problem. 

If needed, also check pressure on drain valve using BTG-100 pressure gauge. 

 

Stand back from scalding water that can cause serious burns. 

Apply cold water immediately to any burned area of skin. Keep applying cold water 

and this action will reduce severity burns. 

 

If tank-type water heater has hot water, then best suspect is crossover of cold water into the hot 

pipe. 

 

Causes of crossover 

1) Faulty check valve on recirculation system. Check valve allows water to flow one direction, 

and then stops water flow going the other direction. 

2) Faulty check valve elsewhere in plumbing system. 

3) Defective mixing valve that is usually installed on top of tank. A mixing valve is used on 

some water heater systems so washing machine receives very hot water, while lower 

temperatures are delivered to kid’s bathroom. Lower temperatures are achieved by allowing 

cold water to enter the hot line going to kids’ bathroom. 

 

4) The most common cause of crossover is single-handled faucet.  

 

How to test for crossover. 

Turn off hot water at tank –or- at tankless unit. 

Turn ON all hot water faucets. 

Wait 5 minutes. 

If any water is flowing, then you have crossover problem. 

Turn OFF all faucets except one faucet open on hot side. And then switch to cold side. And 

then switch faucets to test everything. 

Put ear against each faucet and listen for flowing water. 

 

Also put ear against check valves and recirculation pumps to locate source of problem.  

There may be multiple crossover issues, and the combination is causing the problem, so check 

everything. 

 

Replace faucet cartridge or check valve to solve problem. 

http://waterheatertimer.org/Crossover.html



Other tips for saving money: 

 

1) Do not turn on hot tap when using cold water.  

Each time hot is turned on, even for a moment, cold water immediately enters water heater. 

Water heater runs more.  

This problem is more likely to affect tank-type water heater than tankless, since tankless 

require minimum water flow before heating is activated. 

 

2) Single handled faucet that is lifted in center will draw hot water from tank.  

Always lift single handled faucet over onto cold side when using just cold water 

 


